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Laura Sanders and her family have lived in the peaceful, misty shadows of the Great Smoky

Mountains for generations. When that peace is threatened by a corrupt sheriff, and the ruthless drug

dealers heâ€™s protecting, theyâ€™ll have to stand together with their friends and some unlikely

allies if they hope to survive. Jake Dillon has come to Misty Hill looking for answers about his

missing brother; whoâ€™s been working undercover for the DEA. He finds the Sanders standing

alone against the people connected to his brotherâ€™s disappearance. He also finds the family that

heâ€™s always wanted, and the love heâ€™s never had. The odds are stacked against them

surviving, but Laura and her family wonâ€™t back down, and Jake wonâ€™t back off, until he finds

his brother and his new friends are safe. In the Great Smoky Mountains, people have their own

brand of justice. Itâ€™s been passed down from generation to generation. Itâ€™s called a

reckoning, and itâ€™s coming to Misty Hill.
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Misty Hill Reckoning is a novel that has it all; suspense, romance, plot twists, action - you name it,



this novel has it. Mr. Tetro has interwoven well-developed characters with an incredible plotline that

keeps you turning the pages, leading you to a surprising end. I'm looking forward to RB Tetro's

future offerings, and if they are as phenomenal as this one, he will surely make his mark in the

literary world.

I would like to recommend this book to anyone who wants to read a very interesting and exciting

book where the action never stops. I am finding these books to be very difficult to put down. I will be

looking forward to reading the next book from this author.

Tetro blends his real life experience into creating authentic scenes and concerns into one of the

most suspenseful, enjoyable and action-packed mixture of good and evil plots ever! Well worth the

read.

This action packed novel by R.B. Tetro has a softer side. According to his bio, this new author has

life experiences in the extreme, and his work reflects it. However, he doesn't lose sight of his

characters and their relationships. My only criticism is that the proof reader left some glaring

grammatical errors. I look forward to his next book.

Good action and storyline with a strong religious undertone where good always prevails over evil.

Some of the faith experiences will only be appreciated if one has actually experienced yourself.

Good start for a new author! The writing was fluent and straight forward with good insight to his

characters. Looking to keep this author on "To Watch" list.

Very entertaining book! Fun story with good, relatable characters. A great start for a talented, new

author. R.B. Tetro will be one to watch for in the future!!

Great read!! I was so enthralled that I stayed up late and finished reading it in two days. Engaging

characters with lots of action...a must read!
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